Engineering, Design, and Programming

Quality without compromise

AAE’s dedicated team makes the difference
AAE stands for integrity and quality with over 40
years of business excellence. We are fully-equipped and
dedicated to quality in all aspects of what we do.
We at AAE realize the importance of product, process,
and administrative quality. Improving productivity to
reduce costs enables us to achieve our ultimate goal—
satisfying our customers.

T. J. Fisher, President,
and Dan Fisher, Vice
President, pose with
an assortment of AAE
products during the
photo shoot for the
cover of Inside Archery
magazine.

Pat Hodan, Engineering Manager;
Dorothy Lange, Controller;
Steve Reynolds, Project Manager

Chelly Fisher, Logistics Manager;
Jeff Van Der Meersche, Molding Manager;
and Lani Zang, Quality Assurance Manager
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Experience the difference that Arizona Applied
Engineering’s commitment to quality will make to your
company, with our advanced mold design techniques,
equipment and the latest in computer technology.
From design through delivery, AAE’s experienced team
ensures you of maximized profits by taking care of the
details and becoming your long-term manufacturing
partner.
Our continual focus on excellence has made AAE a
leader in the injection molding industry since 1972.

AAE’s Complete Manufacturing Process
AAE—Proven process and
complete manufacturing
capabilities

Design, Engineering,
and Programming

Production and
Quality Assurance

Assembly, Packaging,
Shipping, Warehousing

1. 	Engineering and Design

4. 	Molds

7. 	Post Molding Operations
and Assembly

2. Rapid Prototypes

5. Injection Molding

8. Assembly and Packaging

3. CNC Machining

6. Quality Assurance

9. Warehouse and Shipping

1. 	Engineering and Design—We take our customers’
products from concept to functional reality.
2. 	Prototypes–Fast and functional prototypes made
in-house from ABS material.
3. 	CNC Machining—AAE currently has ten machining
centers to meet all of our customer’s needs.
4. 	Molds are built in-house by our skilled machinists and
mold makers. AAE also has several partners that allow
us to do very specialized jobs to very large multiple mold
projects.
5. 	Injection molding— AAE serves a very diverse
customer base with simple low volume to high tolerance
multi-million part orders. .
6. Quality Assurance meets our customers’ expectations
on all levels.
7. 	Post molding operations and assembly—Pad
printing, screen printing, laser engraving, sonic welding,
and machining are the most asked for operations that
AAE performs on our customers’ products.
8. Full assembly and packaging—AAE is constantly
adding equipment to meet our customer’s special
assembly and packaging needs.
9. 	Warehouse and shipping—AAE works with a
multitude of different warehouse and delivery methods
to meet our customers’ demands.
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Engineering, Design, and Programming
We’ll help you design and
engineer your product.
Our philosophy of concurrent engineering allows our
customers the advantage of utilizing all of our resources
when engineering and designing their products. Our
vast materials knowledge and molding experience
guarantee you an advantage in your marketplace.
SLA, SPI rapid prototype systems reduce costs and
time-to-market.

CAD/CAM Technology

T.J. Fisher, Nick Fisher, Pat Hodan, and Dan Fisher review a mold design review of a new tool.

Keeping current with the latest in CAD/CAM technology,
we are able to go from design to finished part with
quality and speed that was unheard of in the past.
Using Solidworks, Autocad, Camworks, Smartcam,
and other software, we can accept most any data file
formats. We can work directly from part files supplied
by our customers to create toolpaths for molds, tooling
and parts.

Rapid Prototypes
AAE has a Dimension 3D rapid prototype machine
that allows us to build cost effective prototypes fast
in-house. We can also have SLA and SLS prototypes
made very quickly at one of our engineering partners.
On simple or complex projects, fast, cost effect
prototyping improves the quality of the finished
product.

Prototypes of a new, complex AAE rest design for the archery industry.
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Machining/EDM
We’ve been building quality molds
since 1971
AAE’s machine shop division specializes in the
manufacturing of prototype and production plastic
injection molds, dies and fixtures. Our employees are
highly skilled and dedicated people that make customer
needs top priority.

Wire and RAM EDM
Our Wire EDM is a Sodick AP500 with 5-axis movement.
This machine has 11” height capacity with complex
and taper machining capabilities. Automatic wire
threading is used for unattended machining. Wire EDM
can produce high quality surface finishes and can hold
exceptionally tight tolerances. Our two Sodick CNC EDM
have 4-axis movements and automatic tool changers.
3R macro holders are used for holding electrodes and
for fixturing parts. EDM parts can be cut spherically and
helically at the same time. We also have two manual
sinkers with DRO for conventional EDM.

Custom engineered and designed AAE fletching machine.

4,000 sq. ft. CNC Machining room with ten machining centers.

One of two Sodick CNC EDMs.
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Toolroom/CNC Machining
CNC Equipment
AAE has a total of ten CNC machining centers, eight
vertical machining centers, and two Okuma horizontal
turning centers. The eight VMC are equipped with a
large variety of tooling, pallet change, and custom
fixtures for increasing production capabilities and
efficiency. Our Okuma LT turning center is a twin
spindle, twin turret live tooling 6-axis machine,
backed-up by our Okuma Cadet CNC turning center.
Our newest VMC has a high speed/40,000 RPM spindle
which allows us to cut fully hardened cavities for
improved productivity.

One of AAE’s skilled machinists running Arizona Archery’s newest hunting rest components.

Nick Fisher programming our LT Turning Center.
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AAE’s newest CNC Sodick high-speed machining center.

Production
Injection Molding
Our injection molding department is equipped with 18 molding machines ranging from 35 to 500
clamping tons. We specialize in close tolerance parts from miniature to 96 ounces. Our customers benefit
from our years of experience with all types of thermoplastic materials. We know how to fit the materials to
your part needs, optimizing quality and cost.
Our drying equipment is state-of-the-art with built in dew-point meters and fully digital controls. A
moisture analyzer is used to ensure all material has been properly dried and checks the moisture content of
incoming material.
It’s the details that make the difference. Machine and mold cooling is done with our custom designed
closed loop cooling system. With this system we are able to use rust and corrosion inhibitors to eliminate
scale build-up in and molds and machines. Eliminating corrosion helps machine cycle times stay consistent,
and preserves molds, reducing mold repair costs.

AAE‘s 500 ton Toshiba molding machine is equipped with an automated 3-axis robot for quick part
removal and faster cycle times. We have two different barrel sizes allowing us to effectively mold
parts from 8 oz. to 6 pounds of shot capacity.
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Manufacturing
AAE utilizes multiple
manufacturing techniques
Our manufacturing philosophy is this: if we can offer
our customers profitable solutions completely made
in the USA (with a “Made in the USA” on it), AAE will
design, build, or purchase whatever it takes to produce
the parts.

Caption needed
AAE’s latest 110 ton electric molding machine set up in a manufacturing cell for a custom molded,
assembled, and packaged product with a Yushin 3-axis robot and automated packaging machine.

AAE manufacturers a wide variety of parts for a diverse customer base.
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This custom designed extrusion line was built to
manufacture all of Arizona Archery’s arrow fletching. It is
capable of producing 250,000 vanes in a 12-hour shift.

Micro and Production Welding
Micro and Production Welding
In 2008 AAE purchased Micro Welding of Florida to
add microscopic welding capability to our facility. This
allows us in house micro-welding for repair of molds
and miniature production welding that cannot be found
anywhere else. Repairs are done in a fraction of the time
compared to our competition. So rest assured that if
there is an unexpected issue with your production mold,
AAE will have it fixed and molding good parts more
efficiently than any one in the molding industry.

Production welding for assemblies
AAE is one of the few places in the U.S. that has complete
micro-welding capabilities. Of primary importance to
ensure quality welding are the skilled people with the
knowledge and ability to use the equipment correctly.
This makes AAE the source for all of your welding, microwelding, and many other different types of production
welding. AAE has all it all.

Production welding fixture with finished parts
ready to be over-molded.

Complete micro-welding capabilities at AAE.

AAE offers state-of-the-art precision microscopic
welding of both ferrous and non-ferrous materials,
all tool steels, copper alloys, and aluminum.

Skilled technician welding
a cavity under the scope
for a production mold.
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Decorating and Assembly
Assembly and decorating are
key components to a complete
manufacturing facility
Whether it is a simple insert installation, a complex
assembly, or an encapsulation process, AAE has
vast experience in a variety of assembly techniques.
AAE currently employs the following post molding
operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machining
Sonic welding
Heat staking
Pad printing
Laser engraving
Screen printing
Hot stamping

Pad printing large custom logos on a customer’s molded part.

AAE’s pad printing room consists of five machines with four- and six-color capability.
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One of two sonic welders encapsulating a complex
magnetic assembly.

Packaging, Warehousing, and Shipping
Fast, Automated Packaging
Solutions
AAE completes the manufacturing process with fast
automated packaging solutions that give our customers
quality and confidence with their delivered product.
Bar code printers attached to automated bagging
machines improve our ability to give our customers
what they need.

AAE offers a variety of packaging options.

Two of AAE’s automated bagging machines.

Our 4400 sq. ft. material and finished goods warehouse gives us the capability to stock your products
for immediate shipment.
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Quality starts with our clean, high-tech 34,000 sq. ft. facility.

Arizona Applied Engineering
2781 N. Valley View Drive • Prescott Valley, Arizona USA 86312 • 928-772-9887 • Fax: 928-772-6287 • www.ArizonaApplied.com

